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SDG PROJECTS FOR TERM- I 

SDG 1- Role play.  

SDG related to the activity- Quality education. 

Description- 1) The teacher would prepare some situations and divide the students 
into five groups. 
2) Students will act accordingly. This act will create awareness about working and helping smartly in case of 
emergency in real life.  
3) Students would thereby be more cautious and alert whenever such situation arises. 
 
Outcome- This activity will help the students to understand various situations creating moral values in the 
students. 

SDG 2- Activity of identifying the Nouns from a set of words and pairing with the correct Adjective. 

SDG related to the activity- Partnership to achieve the goal. 

Description- 1) The teacher will ask five students to come forward and arrange them in such a way that each 
child gets one noun and one adjective each.  
2) The student has to pair noun with the adjective correctly and frame and sentence of their own. 
 
Outcome- This activity will build critical thinking in students and will enhance their imagination power. 

SDG PROJECTS FOR TERM- II 

SDG 3- Martin emptied the flour into the river. Make a Collage on the theme  “Save Water.”                                                                                                                             

SDG related to the activity- Clean Water and Sanitation. 

Description- 1) The teacher would divide the class into three groups. 
2) The students would be given Chart paper where they would add some slogans, pictures or draw about Saving 
water. 
3) The students will learn about working in groups which will help them to share and care with each other. 
 
Outcome- This activity will develop children’s awareness and understanding to Save water as the Future of our 
planet is in the hands of today’s children. This will not only help to enhance their creativity in a meaningful 
manner but also develop interest, concern and a sense of social responsibility for the major issues. 

SDG 4- Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rethink. 

SDG related to the activity- Responsible Consumption and Production. 

Description- 1) Teacher will ask some questions such as: Do you throw out your stuff when it is broken? Or 
Do you try to fix it? Do you always buy new things or do you buy recycled products?   
2) The teacher will divide the students into five groups and give them a chart paper to paste their things. The 
students will bring some products and decorate them creatively. 
3) Each group would be given half an hour to complete assigned work and display in front of the class.  
  
Outcome- This activity will help them to understand the challenges we face every day and create awareness 
about resources and its waste. This will also bring the smart and innovative solutions to a different way to 
design and use the products. 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 1 (Unseen Passage – 1) 

Q. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 

Nitu and her family. 

Nitu has a big family. She lives with her parents 
and a dog named Sherry. Her grandparents and 
aunt also live with them. Nitu has a happy 
family. Everyone is kind and helpful. Mother 
cooks the meals. Aunt helps to clean the house. 
Grandmother looks after Nitu’s dog when 
mother is busy. Grandfather helps the  family by 
watering the plants. Father cleans the lawn.  

Nitu enjoys spending time with her family the 
most. Her brothers also help around the house. 
Her elder brothers put all the toys away while 
Nitu sets the table for the lunch. Sherry also 
helps Nitu. He makes everyone laugh with the 
funny sounds. 

1. Who has a big family? 

Ans:___________________________________________________________________ 

2. How does grandfather help the family? 

Ans:___________________________________________________________________ 

3. What does Nitu enjoy the most? 

Ans:___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Fill in the blanks. 

a. Everyone is ___________ and _________________.     

5. Pick out any 2 Nouns from the passage. 

  a.  _________________.                                               b. _________________.   

Remarks: ________________________                    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 
ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 2 (Unseen Passage -2) 
Q. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 

The Kite Seller 

A man is standing near the school gate selling kites. The kites are shaped like animals and 
birds. Some are shaped like tigers and they are yellow. 
Some are like beautiful blue peacocks. Another one looks 
like a green parrot. There was even one shaped like a 
white rabbit! The best one of all is the one called ‘The 
Zoo’ with one kite of each kind. All the children love the 
kite seller and wait for him eagerly.   

1. Who is standing near the school gate? What is he 
selling? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What are the kites shaped like? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which is the best kite of all? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Fill in the blanks: 

a. Some are shaped like ___________ and they are yellow. 

b. All the children love the ________________________ and wait for him eagerly. 

5. Pick out any 2 adjectives from the passage.  

Ans: ____________________     _______________________ 

6. Put a tick mark if the sentence is True and a cross if it is False.  

a. Some are like rosy red apples.             b. A man is sleeping near the school gate.  

 

Remarks: ________________________         Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

  ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 3 

Look at the picture and Write five sentences on it. 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 

2.______________________________________________________________________ 

3.______________________________________________________________________ 

4.______________________________________________________________________ 

5.______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________          Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

                                         ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 4 

       Look at the picture and write five sentences on it. 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 

2.______________________________________________________________________ 

3.______________________________________________________________________ 

4.______________________________________________________________________ 

5.______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________               Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

   ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 5 

     Look at the picture and write five sentences on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 

2.______________________________________________________________________ 

3.______________________________________________________________________ 

4.______________________________________________________________________ 

5.______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________               Teacher’s Sign:________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 6. 

Topic: (Grammar:  L-1 Nouns Common and Proper Nouns)             Date:___________ 

I. Make                  this shape to identify the odd one out. 

1. School            Taj Mahal               Red Fort                 She 
 

2. Mango              Gujarat              Gandhinagar    Ahmedabad 
 

3. Holi                 Christmas                Fish             Eid ul Fitr             
  

4. Cow                  Ostrich                  Sparrow             Parrot 
 

5. Rose                   Lily                      Lotus                 Leaves 
 

6. Fox                     Ox                       Towel                 Camel 

 
II. Look at the scene of a fair and find out any six naming 
words. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans:     

__________________________                    _________________________ 

__________________________                    _________________________ 

__________________________                   __________________________ 
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III. Draw the examples of things seen in your surroundings (Nouns) and write their 
names. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. Fill in the blanks by using correct word from the bracket. 

1. Yesterday, my father had cooked _________________ (pasta/book) for me. 

2.  My mother went to the market to buy_________________ (clouds/mangoes). 

3.  Sheetal loves to read __________________ (dogs/books). 

4.  __________________ (July/December) comes before August. 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________           Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 7 

Topic:  (Grammar:  L-2 Nouns: One and Many)                              Date:____________ 

I. Change to the Singular nouns. 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Put a          on the blank if the picture shows singular and put       if it shows plural form. 
I. 
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II. Find out the plural form of given words and Match it which ends with –s and     
–es. Write the plural form of all the given pictures. 

______________                                             jar 

 

______________                                              bus 

 

______________  

                                                                                                  shoe 

______________                                             flower 

______________                                             book 
III. Choose the correct option from the bracket. 

1. How many ________________ do you eat? (mango/ mangoes)    
2. A ________________ lives in a cave. (lion/lions) 
3.  I have three elder ________________. (brother/brothers)  
4. A________________ is swimming in the pond. (duck/ducks) 
 
Remarks: ______________________            Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 

-s 

-es 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 8 

Topic:  (Grammar:  L-3 Nouns : Male and Female)                      Date:_____________ 

           I. Help the Lion to find the way to his opposite Gender. 
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II. Complete the table with their different genders. 

 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

father  

  girl 

  grandmother 

son   

 wife 

peacock  

dog  

 aunt 

 lady 

 landlady 

 princess 

cock  

man  

 cow 

horse  

tiger  

king  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 9    

Topic:  (Grammar:  L-4 Pronouns)                                    Date:_____________ 

 

I. Read the whole story and Circle the Pronouns in it. 

 

Once upon a time, there lived a boy and his 
mother. The boy was named Jack. Jack and his 
mother were poor and they only owned one cow. 
The name of the cow was Daisy. Every day at 
dawn, Jack's mother would wake up and milk 
Daisy. 

One day, his mother sent Jack to sell Daisy at the 
market. He was sad that his mother was forced to 
sell the only cow they had. No one at the market 
was willing to buy her because of Jack’s mood. 

He went back home and requested his mother not 
to sell her to anyone. I want to live with both of 
you. All of us will be happy forever! 

II. Choose the correct Pronoun, Match it and Write it in the blanks. 

1.   _____________ are going to the party tonight. 

 

2.  Mayra loves to eat ice-cream. __________also likes coffee.  

 

3.  _______ is a Banyan tree. 

 

4.  _______ am fond of hockey. 

5.  _____ and my friend Shivangi are going to the gym.  

 

Me 

They 

It 

She 

I 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 10    

Topic:  (Grammar:  L- 6 Comparison)                                     Date:_____________ 

 I. Underline the correct adjective to make meaningful sentence. 

  1. An                                    is (fast, faster, fastest) than a                            .                                                               

                                                                 

 

2.  The  is the (large, larger, largest) of all the                                  

 

3. The                                    is (bright, brighter, brightest) than a         

  

                     

4. Vivek is the                                   ( strong, stronger, strongest) man. 

 

 

5. A                                        is (small, smaller, smallest) than a  

 

 

II. Write three sentences using these describing words. Add naming words of your 
own. 

1.  A ____________________ is shorter than a ___________________.                              

2. A _____________________is heavier than a    ___________________.                              

3. A _____________________is lighter than a    ___________________.                              

4. A _____________________is slower than a    ___________________.                              

5. A _____________________is taller than a    ___________________.                              

 

Remarks: ________________________    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 11  

Topic:  (Grammar:  L- 9,10,11)                                                 Date:_____________ 

 I. Complete the paragraph with is, am or are. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is Muni. She ______________ from Mumbai. She ______________ eight years old. 

She _____________ fond of reading the books. 

Muni ______________ my best friend. We study in the same school. We ____________ 

going to the school right now. We take the school bus every day. 

A new girl gets on the bus. She sits behind me. 

“You____________ Muni’s cousin, aren’t you?” I asked the new girl. 

“Hi. Yes, I __________ Muni’s cousin. I ____________ Zainab,” she said. 

“Hi, Zainab,” I said. “I ___________ Sue.” 

We reach school and sit besides each other in the class. 

Soon, we become very good friends. 
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II. Complete the paragraph with was and were. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hello. I am Manpreet. I ___________ in Nepal during my summer vacation. The plane 

ride from Chennai to Kathmandu ______________ very long and tiring. 

My friend Gamya ___________ at the airport. The airport __________ so big! There 

____________ so many people at the airport. 

A few minutes later, I met Gamya’s parents. They ____________ in the car. Kathmandu 

____________ full of old temples that ____________ so beautiful. We also went to one. 

It ____________the Pashupatinath Temple. Gamya’s father said that it is the most 

famous temple in the Nepal. 

There ____________ a big traffic jam on the way to Gamya’s house. When we reached, 

Gamya’s grandparents ____________ very happy to meet me. 

I had a wonderful and a memorable trip! I hope Gamya comes to visit me in Chennai 

next year. 

III. Complete the sentence with has, have or had. 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 

1. The elephant ______________ a trunk.  

2. You ___________________ a pretty raincoat. 

3. I ______________ five toffees yesterday. I gave three to Asma. 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 
ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 12   (AIL-1) 

Topic:  (Grammar:  L-5 Adjectives )                                                 Total marks: 10
               

I. Write the name of your favourite thing in the yellow box given in the centre. It 
can be name of a person, place, animal, bird, toy or a thing. Then, write a 
describing word (adjective) in the other boxes to describe your favourite thing.      
(5 m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Read the passage carefully and Underline the Describing words. 

It was a rainy day. Radha watched the dark clouds from the window. She listened to the 

sound of the heavy rain.  

“Can I go out in the rain, Ma?” she asked. “I want to wear my green raincoat and blue 

boots!” Mother agreed and Radha ran up to her beautiful room. 

She quickly took out her raincoat from her red school bag. She took out the boots from 

rack. She rushed out of the house. She jumped in the small puddles. SPLASH! She had so 

much fun! 
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III. Look at the picture. Fill in the blanks using the adjectives from the box. (5 m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. It is raining. 

2. Ramya and Ritika are going to the school. 

3. The sky is _______________. 

4. There are many _______________________ clouds in the sky. 

5. The two girls are carrying __________________ coloured umbrellas. 

6. Ramya has a ________________ umbrella and Ritika has a _________________ 

umbrella. 

7. They like to jump in the _____________________ puddles on the road. 

8. The puddles are filled with _________________ water. 

9. A ________________ bus goes past and splashes water on them. 

10. Ramya and Ritika are totally ______________________, but they are ___________. 

They love the rains! 

 

Remarks: _______________________                   Teacher’s Sign:________________ 

green,                    muddy,                 dark,                 bright,                      wet,                                                                   
pink,                         big,                    little,                  black,                    happy. 

Ritika 

Ramya 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 13 Look, Think and Write  

Topic:  (Grammar:  L- 8 Verbs)                                                            Total marks: 10                       

 I. Complete the sentences by choosing the words from the help box. (3 m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. This is a scene of a ___________________. 

2. The children are _____________________. 

3. The girl is ___________________ a book. 

4. One boy is ____________________ happily. 

5. Another boy is ________________ the cart. 

6. Everybody is looking ________________. 
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II. Read the following paragraph and Underline the Verbs.  (2 m) 

Seema and Rohit walk to the school. On the way, they see a little kitten. It chases a ball. 

Suddenly, the ball rolls under a car. The kitten sits near the car. Rohit crawls under the 

car to pull out the ball. He throws it towards the kitten. Seema claps her hands. The kitten 

plays with the ball happily. 

III. Look at the pictures given below and Circle the Verbs in the passage. (5 m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moni is a bright girl. She comes back from the school in the afternoon. She plays with 

her toys and reads books in her free time. On some days, she plays the guitar or goes for 

swimming. She also writes stories. She keeps all her things in place. She loves her 

family.  

Father and mother also read books with her. They listen to the guitar when she plays it. 

Mother and father also love Moni. 

Remarks: ________________________    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 14 (CBE) 

 

Topic:  WORKSHEET (L:1,2,8)                                                 Total marks: 10 

 I. Look at the pictures given below and Write them in the Proper columns. (4 m) 

    
 

 
  

 

NAME (PERSON) PLACE ANIMAL THING 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
2. 2. 2. 2. 
    

 

II. Use the words from the box to make words which mean more than one (Plural) 
and Fill in the blanks with those words.  (3 m) 

 

 

Anju keeps her _______________ in the pencil box and her _______________ in the 
school bag. She goes to the school. Other __________________ play with her. They 
paint ___________________ in the drawing book. They take out their lunch box and eat 
_________________. The teacher tells them ______________ and helps them to read the 
books. They are happy. 

sandwich           girl              book             pencil            picture              story               
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III. Find six Verbs from the word grid and Circle them.  (3 m) 

C N J U M P T 
R B A K E N G 
Y E L Q Y E F 
C N H O P G H 
O D T H I N K 
M X Q F A L L 
E Y Z W A L K 

 

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

                                       ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

                            SUBJECT ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY – 1 

 

Reading of the Lesson and Oral Recitation of the Poem.                             (10 marks) 

The students will read a Paragraph from the Lesson -2 Chhuk- Chhuk and Recite      
Poem 1: The Little Plant. 

Parameters: 

 *Pronunciation 

* Modulation 

* Fluency 

* Facial Expressions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

 ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

Revision for Half Yearly Examination (Chapter-wise) (L-2,3) 

Q.1 Give the correct word for the given meaning. 

1. very strong  
2. cuts on the skin made by something sharp  
3. an action that is usually very good or very bad.  
4. ran after somebody  
5. dying under the water because you cannot 
breathe. 

 

 

Q.2 Make sentences of the following words. 

1. river - ________________________________________________________________ 

2. scream - ______________________________________________________________ 

3. garden -_______________________________________________________________ 

Q.3 Answer the following questions. 

1. What happened when Atul accidentally kicked Chhuk- Chhuk? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Which activities were the children doing on the cart? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which qualities do you find in Babli? (Mention any 2) 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

4. What happened when the children saw the toy train moving? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

 ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

Revision for Half Yearly Examination (Chapter-wise) (L-6,8) 

Q.1 Give the correct word for the given meaning. 

1. not late.   
2. very angry.  

3. great fear.  
4. sad and alone.   

 

Q.2 Make sentences of the following words. 

1. decorate -_____________________________________________________________ 

2. afraid  -______________________________________________________________ 

3. excited- ______________________________________________________________ 

Q.3 Answer the following questions. 

1. Who cursed Callisto and What did she change her into? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2.What were the two bears called ? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3.What did Priya tell her mother after her birthday party? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What happened on Priya’s birthday? (Mention any 2 points) 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Q-I. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions.          (5 marks) 

Rahul’s pet dog. 

Rahul has a pet dog. He found it when it was three months old. It was roaming in the street and 
was afraid to cross the road. Rahul brought it home and named it Jimmy. 
Rahul loves Jimmy so much that he takes it for a walk every day and 
plays with it. He feeds it on time. Jimmy likes Rahul and always guards 
him. Jimmy is now three years old. They have become good friends. 
Their bond grows stronger every day. 

 
1. Who has a pet dog? 
Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

2. How old was the dog when Rahul found him? 
Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the passage. 

          a) They have become good_______________. 

b) Jimmy likes Rahul and always ____________________ him. 

4. Find out any 2 nouns from the above passage. 

a) _________________         b) __________________ 

5. Find the opposite of the words from the above passage. 

a) new- _________________     b) bad- _________________ 

 

 

Delhi Public School, Gandhinagar 

Periodic Assessment I Model Paper (2022-23) 
     Class: II 

     Time:  

     Date: 

      M. Marks: 
English 

Name:________________________________ Sec:_________ Roll No.: ________ 
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Q-II. Answer the following questions.                                                (3 marks) 

1. Who brought the red toy train and for Whom? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. What made Chhuk-Chhuk look bright and happy again? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

          3.  Complete the Poem. 

           In the heart of a seed, 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

Q-III. Do as Directed.   (CBE BASED)                                                 (8 marks) 

 1. Imagine you are the Sun. What will happen if you don’t rise for a month? How will the 
living beings react? Choose the best emoji. 

 

a.  b.  c.  d.  
 

2. During Covid -19, we all had faced shortage of oxygen. How could you have handled 
the situation? Choose the correct option from the following pictures. 

a.  b.  c.  d.  
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3. Have you have noticed your study tables, doors and windows at your home? What is it 
made up of? 

a.  b.  c.  d.  
 

4. What helps the seed to grow? 

 

a.  b.  
c.  d. 

 

5. James opened his __________________ to protect himself from the rain. (Fill in the 
blanks with a person/place/animal/thing) 

a.  b.  c.  d.  

 

6.  Read the sentence. One word is underlined. You have to tell if the underlined word is 
the name of a person, place, animal or thing? 

I can play guitar very well. 

a. person b. animal c. place d. thing 
 

7. List any two plural nouns seen in your surroundings. 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________ 

8. Have you ever noticed the different colours of the train? Mention any two. 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Q-IV. Choose the correct option and fill in the blanks.                             (4 marks) 

1. Write the synonym of the following.  

beautiful -______________________ 

a. drowsy    b. pretty.    c.  shout. 

2. What is a pronoun? 

a. A word that is used in the place of a noun. 

b. A word that is used in place of pronoun. 

c. A word that is used in place of anything. 

3. What is a Feminine gender of cock?  _________________ 

a. hen       b.  tiger    c. mare. 

 4. Choose the correct word for the given meaning from the options.     

made a loud sharp sound - ___________________________.      

a. powerful    b. scratches   c. squawked     

5. Choose the correct word for the given meaning from the options.     

put deep into the ground - ____________________________. 

a. lay    b. bright    c. buried 

 6. Choose the correct word to make a meaningful sentence. 

 There is a beautiful ________________ near my house. 

a. powerful     b. garden   c. happy 

7. Who accidentally kicked Chhuk- Chhuk into a bush? 

a. Rahul   b. Sim-Sim   c. Atul   

8. Who said these lines?  “I’m sorry, I was rude to all of you. Will you be my friends?’ 

a. Chhuk- Chhuk.  b. All the toys  c. Teddy   
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General Instructions: 

 All questions are compulsory. 
 Answer the questions as per the given instructions. 

Q-I Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions.          (5 marks)                                                           

Kirti’s Puppy. 

Kirti takes care of her puppy with her grandmother. Grandmother 
teaches her how to take care of the pets. The puppy likes biscuits 
and milk. Kirti and her grandmother keep food in a pan for the 
puppy. The puppy plays with Kirti and her grandmother. The puppy 
also plays with a red ball. He loves to chew the red ball. He runs 
after the ball when Kirti throws it.  

1. Who takes care of the puppy with her grandmother? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What do Kirti and her grandmother keep in a pan for the puppy? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Who runs after the ball when Kirti throws it? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Find the Opposites of the words from the above passage. 

a. dislike- ________________   b. hate - _____________ 

5. Pick out any 2 verbs from the above passage. 

a. ________________    b. ________________ 

Delhi Public School, Gandhinagar 
Half Yearly Examination Model Paper (2022-23) 

       Class: II 

 

     Date:  

     M. Marks:  
English 

Name:________________________________ Sec:_________ Roll No.: ________ 
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Q-2 Answer the following questions.                                                           (8 marks) 

1. What was Priya’s bad habit? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who was Chhuk- Chhuk? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. What did Priya tell her mother after her birthday party? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Which qualities do you find in Babli? (Mention any 2) 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Q-3 Write three lines on the picture given below.                                           (3 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    a. 

    b. 

    c.  
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Q-4 Do as directed.  (CBE BASED)                                                             (16 marks) 

1. Choose the correct picture which defines Priya. 

a.   
 

b.  c.  d.   

 

2. If you want to set an example just like Babli, which of the following pictures would 
you choose to save the person’s life? 

a.  b.  c.  d.  
 

3. Where did Babli live? 

a.  b.  c.  d.  
 

4. Who wrote about Babli’s brave deed? 

a.  b.  c.  d.  
 

5. Write any two lessons we learn from the lesson “Chhuk-Chhuk”. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. Write any five nouns from the lesson Chhuk –Chhuk and five adjectives linked with it. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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 7. Have you ever observed number of male and female in your family? Classify them in 
the correct column of gender. 

Ans:  

Masculine gender Feminine gender 
  
  

 

8.  Have you ever reached late at the railway station and missed your train? How did you 
feel? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

9. What would you do if you were in the place of Priya? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

10. Chhuk- Chhuk started feeling tired and sleepy. Mention the nouns, verbs and 
Conjunction from the sentence. 

Ans: Nouns:  

Verbs:  

Conjunction: 

11. The children started screaming with fear. Is the word “children” Singular or Plural? 
Mention the synonym for the underlined word. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

12. In the evening, she goes to watch the sunset over the Ganga. Mention the antonym 
for evening and sunset. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

13. On which occasions do you celebrate and cut the cake? Mention any two. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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14. Write any two qualities which defines your mother? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

15.  Read the following sentence and answer the following. 

Rocky goes to the school every day. His school is near the park. He takes small bag, a 
water bottle, a book and an umbrella. His book is very colourful. He meets his teachers at 
the bus stop. He loves his teachers. 

a. Write the synonym for the word “park” - __________________________ 

b. Write the adjective used for his book -    __________________________ 

16. Which activity helps you to be more active and healthy?  

a. Watching T.V            b. Playing football.      c. Playing video games      d. Brushing. 

 

Q-5. Do as directed.                                                                                           (8 marks) 

1. Birds _______________ flying in the sky. 

a. is   b. are   c. None of the above. 

Q. Choose the correct word for the given meaning. 

2. In a very interested and excited manner- ___________________ 

a. eagerly  b. spoiled  c. in time 

3. the sound made when a heavy object hits something else - _________________ 

a. deed  b. award  c. thud 

4. move slowly- _______________________ 

a. bright  b. creep  c. rose 

5. What is the name of the poet for “The Little Plant”? 

a. Kate Louise Brown b. Kate Black c. Kelvin Williams 

6. May I _______________ a glass of water? 

a. has   b. have  c. had 
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7. Fill in the blanks with the correct degree of comparison. 

Good    better   ___________________ 

a. best   b. worst  c. bad 

8. My friend gave __________ a piece of cake in the lunch. 

a. me   b.us   c. I 

9. Which one of the following options is correct for the given picture? 

 

 

 

a. Priya is writing with a pencil. 

b. Priya is writing from a pen. 

c. Priya is writing to a pen. 

10. Ravi __________________ well in the last test. 

a. scores  b. scored  c. scoring 

11. Complete the following pattern by selecting the correct plural. 

If duck is to ducks, then hen is to ___________________. 

a. hen    b. cock  c. hens. 

12. ‘I’m sorry, I was rude to all of you. Will you be my friends?’ (Who said to Whom) 

Ans: _________________________________________________________________ 

13. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                              

Babli dreams of going to school but her family has no __________________ for the 

school ____________________. 

14. Rewrite the sentence using the adjective given in the bracket at suitable place. 

Shilpa tasted the ice cream. (sweet) 

Ans:______________________________________________________________ 

15. The fruits ___________ in the bowl. (Use is or are in the sentence)  

16. It _______________ (was/ had) raining last night. 
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     DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 
ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 1 ( Unseen Passage) 

Q. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 

The Wise Owl. 

One night, a small owl looked inside a deep well. He saw the 
bright, round moon in the dark water. He started to cry loudly. He 
ran to his mother and said, ‘The beautiful moon has fallen into the 
well. We must get it out!’ His mother ran to the other owls and 
told them what had happened. The owls were very scared. They 
decided to pull the moon out with a long rope. They tried and tried 
but it was no use. The wet rope kept slipping over the moon. They 
could not pull it out. Just then an old owl came there. He looked 
inside the well and saw the moon. He began to laugh. The other owls asked him why he 
was laughing? He pointed up towards the sky. Everyone looked up and there it was: the 
lovely, shining moon up there in the sky! Then the wise old owl said, ‘The moon in the 
well is a reflection!’ The foolish owls began to laugh too!        

1. List four adjectives and four Prepositions from the passage. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. What did the small owl see? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Complete the following sentences. 

a. Then the wise old owl said, ‘______________________________________________! 

4. Fill in the blanks: 

a. Everyone looked up and there it was: the _______________, __________________ 
moon up there in the sky! 

5. Put a tick mark if the sentence is True and a cross if it is False.  

a. They decided to pull the moon out with a long stick.           

b. The wise old owl began to laugh. 

Remarks: ________________________                    Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 
ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET-2 ( Unseen Passage) 

Q. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 

A Visit to a Fairyland. 

Little Nonu was going to the school. She saw that her shoelaces were not tied. She sat 
under a tree to tie them. Suddenly, she began to 
fall. Nonu was scared. She looked around. She 
landed on a stack of hay. She closed her eyes 
and then opened them. A Fairy Godmother was 
standing in front of her. She had a magic wand 
in her hand. She said to Nonu,” Make a wish.” 

Nonu gave a big smile. Then, she asked for a 
chocolate house. The fairy waved her wand 
from left to right. Soon, Nonu was sitting inside 
a chocolate house. Candies, gems and lollypops 
were hanging from its walls and doors.  

Nonu plucked a candy and she heard her mother 
call out, “ Nonu, get up my dear and go to the school.”  Nonu rubbed her eyes and said, 
“Good Morning Fairy Godmother.”   

1. Where was little Nonu going? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Nonu opened her eyes and saw:  

a. her friend.   b. A Fairy Godmother.  c. her father. 

3. What were hanging from its walls and doors? 
Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Fill in the blanks: 

a. She saw that her ____________________ were not tied. 

b. Nonu plucked a _________________ and she heard her mother call out, “ Nonu, get 
up my dear and go to the _______________________.” 

5. Put a tick mark if the sentence is True and a cross if it is False.  

a. She sat under a bed to tie them.       

b. Nonu rubbed her eyes and said, “Good Night Fairy Godfather.” 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 3( Unseen Passage) 

Q. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 

If you have a problem, you should tell a police 
officer. Even animals know that!  

Ray Peter is a police officer. One day, he was 
walking along the street. A duck started to 
follow him. Then, the duck started to bite his 
trousers. Ray pushed it away. But, the duck 
still followed him. It called him towards a hole 
by the side of the road.  

Ray followed the duck and looked into the 
hole. At the bottom of the hole, he saw five 
baby ducks. They were stuck in the hole! Ray 
quickly picked up the baby ducks and put 
them down by the side of the road. The mother 
duck was very happy. Ray was very surprised!   

1. Who is Ray Peter? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What did Ray see at the bottom of the hole? 

Ans:___________________________________________________________________ 

3. Where did the duck take Ray? 

a. to a small hole.                  b.  to the pond.        c. towards a hole by the side of the road. 

4.  What did the duck do? 

a. go home.     b. quack.             c. followed Ray. 

5. The story is about ______________________________ 

a. a hungry duck who tried to eat a police officer’s trousers. 

b. a police officer who was attacked by a duck and fell down in a hole. 

c. a duck who got a police officer to save her babies. 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 4 

 Topic: Picture Composition                                                            Date:_____________ 

 I.  Look at the picture and Write 5 sentences on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 

2._____________________________________________________________________ 

3._____________________________________________________________________ 

4.______________________________________________________________________ 

5.______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 5 

 Topic: Picture Composition                                                            Date:_____________ 

 I.  Look at the picture and Write 5 sentences on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 

2._____________________________________________________________________ 

3._____________________________________________________________________ 

4.______________________________________________________________________ 

5.______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 6 

 
Topic: Grammar : L- 13 (Present tense and Past tense)                         Date:_____________ 

Q-I Fill in the blanks using the words given in the bracket to form the correct Past 
Tense. 

 
 
 
Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET-7  

Topic: Grammar : L- 15 (Conjunctions)                                   Date:_____________ 

I. Complete the sentences using the correct Conjunction. 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:______________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET-8 

Topic: Grammar : L- 16 (Articles )                                       Date:_____________ 

I. Fill in the blanks with correct articles (a/an) and mark  for No articles. 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 9  

Topic: Grammar: L:20, 21                                                              Total marks: 10 

I. Tick the correct Homophone.                                                                            (7.5 m) 

1. I dug a (hole / whole) to bury the treasure. 

2. You will fail if you do not (right / write) correctly. 

3. This door is made up of (steal/ steel). 

4. Tarzan was not a (weak / week) man. 

5. I want to (by/ buy/ bye) the pink dress. 

6. This is the best book I have ever (read / red). 

7. I lost my (sell / cell) phone at the mall. 

8. We saw the (dear/ deer) near the pond. 

9. Rashi is going to (meat / meet) her aunt at the airport. 

10. The teacher asked for a (piece/ peace) of a chalk. 

11. I gave ( to/ too/ two) pencils to Jaya. 

12. This mango tree is (too / two) tall for me to climb. 

13. I (knew/ new) this footwear would break quickly. 

14. Boats ( sale/ sail) on the sea. 

15. Roma went to (sea/ see) her aunt at the hospital. 

II. Some sentences are given below. Replace the underlined words with their short 
forms.                                                                                                                      (2.5 m) 

1. I guess you are her sister.                                                    ____________________ 
2. He said he will be going to the shopping mall.                   ____________________ 
3. We are planning to go to the beach.                                    ____________________ 
4. She is my favourite teacher.                                                 ____________________ 
5. They are going out on a vacation.                                       ____________________ 
6. She had a terrible toothache yesterday.                               ____________________ 
7. It is a difficult exercise.                                                       ____________________ 
8. I am very excited to meet my grandparents.                        ____________________ 
9. I will not go to the school tomorrow.                                   ____________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 10 

Topic: Grammar: L:22                                                               Date:_____________ 

I. These sentences tell us what Rashi does every day. Renumber the jumbled 
sentences in the correct order. 

a. Rashi goes out to play with her friends and comes back at 6 o’clock.   _______ 

b. Rashi wakes up in the morning at 7 o’clock every day.               _______ 

c. She reaches her school at 9 o’clock.                         _______ 

d. Rashi then walks to the bus-stop and takes the school bus at 8:30.              _______ 

. She has dinner at 8:30 with the rest of the family.     _______ 

f. She eats her breakfast at 8 o’clock in the morning.                     _______ 

g. She does her homework till evening 8 o’clock.       _______ 

h. Rashi comes home by 3 o’clock.         _______ 

i. She has a bath and gets ready for school at 7:30.      _______ 

j. Then, she has her lunch with her mother.                 _______ 

k. Her school gets over at 1 o’clock.                  _______ 

l. Rashi goes to sleep by 9 o’ clock every night.               12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 11 

Topic: Grammar: L:22 (Writing Skills)                            Date:_____________ 

Format of the Letter Writing. 

All the letters we write to our friends and family must have the following parts: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 

 

 Sender’s Address 

_______________________
_______________________ 

Date:__________________ 

   Greetings 

______________________ 

 Body of the letter 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Yours loving friend 

____________________ 

Sender’s name 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET-12   (CBE) 

Topic: Grammar : L-14 (Prepositions)                                           Total marks: 10 

Q-I Look at the picture carefully. Fill in the blanks with the correct Prepositions 
from the box given below.                                                                                  (3.5 m) 
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II. Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct Preposition from the word bank to 
complete each sentence.                                                                                        (5 m) 

III. Match the words in GROUP A with Group B by choosing the right Preposition 
then write the complete sentence in the given space.                                        (1.5 m) 

Group A Preposition Group B 
1. I am fond at midnight. 
2. The phone rang on sweets. 
3.  Open your book of page no. 12. 

 

1.___________________________________________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________________ 

3.____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET- 13 (AIL-1) 

Topic: Grammar: L:17, 18.                                                             Total marks: 10 

I. Write the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences. Add capital 
letters and full stops.                                                                                             (5 m) 

1. she / a / drawing / is / picture 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

2. reads / the / girl / storybook / a 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

3. football / is / the / kicking / the / boy 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

4. jumps / swimming pool / into / the / man / the 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

5. loves / aunt / uncle / and / Rahul / to / visit / his  

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

6. water / full / of / the / bucket / was 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

7. beautiful / is / country / my 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

8. shopping / today / we / going / are / for 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

9. a / beautiful / artist / the /  painted / scene 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

 10. likes / read / books/ to / my / friend / her / time / during / free 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 
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II. Punctuate the sentences in the paragraph given below using the capital letters, 
commas, full stops and exclamation marks and Rewrite. 

mr paul took his family to the beach they sat and played in the sand making sand pits 
castles and collecting shells tom and jane ate the ice cream mother and father enjoyed 
sipping the cold drinks what a wonderful evening 

 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

III. Each of the sentences given below contains a wrong punctuation mark. Write 
the correct Punctuation mark (full stop, question mark, exclamation mark, comma) 
in the blanks given next to each sentence. One has been done for you.                (5 m) 

1. The lion is the king of the forest?                                 . (full stop)_________________ 

2. Are the two girls sisters.                                              ___________________________ 

3. Alia likes to eat pizza burger pasta and sandwiches.  ___________________________        

4. Did you see that.                             ___________________________ 

5. Lata Mangeshkar was a famous singer?                      ___________________________ 

          6. I visited Delhi Chandigarh Amritsar Nepal and Jammu last year. _________________                         

7. I am listening to the music?                                         ___________________________ 

8. Meena Rita Deepa Sonali and Bela were sisters?       ___________________________ 

9. Hurrah? We won the match.                                         __________________________ 

         10. How beautiful this city is.                                            __________________________  

         11. What an amazing party.                                               __________________________ 

 

 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

SUBJECT ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY -1 

Topic: Grammar : (L- 14,15,16)                                                          Total marks: 10 

I. Look at the picture carefully. Complete the sentences with the correct 
Prepositions.                                                                                                     (3 m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is Sunday. Everyone is _____________ (on/at) the park. Rohan is playing hide-and- 
seek with his grandmother. He is hiding _____________ (at/ behind) a tree. 

Asif is sitting _____________ (in/ on) the bench. He is reading a book.  

Mona is eating an ice cream. She is standing _______________ (between / behind) two 
trees. 

Leena is looking for her football. It is _________________ (under/ in) the bench. 

Look! The monkey is jumping _________ (over / on) the bush. 

II. Complete the story with a, an or the.                                                     (3 m) 

Once upon _______ time, there was ________ boy named Jayesh. Jayesh and his mother 
lived in ____________ old bamboo hut near ___________ lake.  

One day, his mother asked him to find food for them. Jayesh went to ____________ lake 
and caught ___________ orange fish. The fish asked Jayesh to let it go. Jayesh was a 
kind boy. Jayesh plucked some fruits for his mother and went home. 
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III. Tick the correct Conjunction.                                                                   (4 m) 

1. Dolly lost her pencil (and/ or/ but) her eraser. 

2. The brown kitten is healthy (and/ or / but) the white kitten is not healthy. 

3. Be careful with the mirror ( and / or / but) it will break. 

4. Sheetal will go to the market (and/ but/ because) she wants to buy some vegetables. 

5. Please pick up the toothpick (and/ but/ because) put in the dustbin. 

6. Mira ate the cupcake (or /but/ and) the tart. 

7. Is this a plant (because / but / or) a bush? 

8. Sunil ran fast (or/ and/ but) did not win the race. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: ______________________           Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 
ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023 

WORKSHEET - 15 
 

Topic: Grammar- L-22 Writing Skills                                            Total marks: 10 

Q. Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her for your birthday party.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Remarks: ______________________           Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 

 

___________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

Date:______________________________ 

__________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

                             ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  
Revision for Annual Examination (Chapter-wise) (L-9,10) 

Q.1 Give the correct word for the given meaning. 

1. holy    
2. a person who knows a lot about a subject   
3. no place   
4. with strong winds and heavy rain or snow  

 

Q.2 Make sentences of the following words. 

1. broom - ______________________________________________________________ 

2. door    -_______________________________________________________________ 

3. palace - _______________________________________________________________ 

Q.3 Answer the following questions. 

1. Who was angry with Vidyawati? What did they want to do?  

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. How did the false scholar answered Vidyawati’s questions? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. What did the kittens begin to do on a stormy night? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________________ 

4.When did the kittens come back into the house ? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

 ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

Revision for Annual Examination (Chapter-wise) (L-11,12) 

Q.1 Give the correct word for the given meaning. 

1. feeling happy and satisfied  
2. difficult to bend or move   
3. tried to kill or hurt  
4. causing troubles  

 

Q.2 Make sentences of the following words. 

1. shining - ______________________________________________________________ 

2. forest    -______________________________________________________________ 

3. paw      - ______________________________________________________________ 

Q.3 Answer the following questions. 

1. What did the fir tree ask for finally? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. What did the robber do? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. What did the wolf do? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Who went to Saint Francis for help? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

 ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-2023  

Revision for Annual Examination (Chapter-wise) (L-14,15,16) 

Q.1 Give the correct word for the given meaning. 

1. arrived, came   
2. all living things   
3. a man with magic powers   
4. extremely large, huge   

 

Q.2 Make sentences of the following words. 

1. bridge -_______________________________________________________________ 

2. bird -_________________________________________________________________ 

3. dark  - ________________________________________________________________ 

Q.3 Answer the following questions. 

1. What did Martin do with the flour? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What words did Genie speak to Aladdin?  

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Who were Aladdin’s parents? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What did Zarina advice Aladdin? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Remarks: ________________________  Teacher’s Sign:_________________ 
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Q1. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions.         (4 marks)         

 
A Hardworking girl. 

 
Mohini is a hardworking girl. She works after school to support 
her family. Her father sells vegetables and her mother works as a 
home maker. She helps her father at his vegetable stall after 
finishing her homework. She also helps her mother in cooking 
dinner. She helps her younger brother in his homework. She plays 
with her friends on weekends. All her friends and family 
members love her a lot.  
 
1. Who is a hardworking girl? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. What does Mohini do after her school? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the passage. 

a) She helps her father at his _________________ stall after finishing her homework. 

b) She plays with her ___________________ on weekends. 

4. Pick out any 2 verbs from the above passage. 

_________________________   _________________________ 

 

Delhi Public School, Gandhinagar 

Periodic Assessment II Model Paper (2022-23) 
     Class: II 

     Time:  

     Date: 

     M. Marks: 
English 

Name:________________________________ Sec:_________ Roll No.: ________ 
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Q-II. Answer the following questions.                                                      (4 marks)        

1. Who was angry with Vidyawati? What did they want to do? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. The Fir tree wished for three kind of leaves. List them. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why was the princess proud of Kalidasa? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why is God Almighty great? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Q-III. Do as Directed.   (CBE Based)                                                            (8 marks) 

1. My needles are not proper leaves. They are stiff and sharp. Which other things are 
sharp at your home? Mention any four. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Make a list of five household items and Write Appropriate Articles for it. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which other things do you find in the forest which are very useful to us. Mention any 
four of them. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. In a nearby city, lived a king who had a beautiful and intelligent daughter. Write the 
antonyms for the underlined word. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Many kings, warriors and learned men were very angry with her. Which adjectives are 

linked with anger. Mention any two. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

6.Write any two rhyming words from the Poem ‘All things bright and beautiful’. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                             

7. Neha loves the colour “green”. When she sees green, she thinks of the following 

things. For eg: grass, trees, grapes etc. What would you choose if you see the word 

‘bright’. 

a. The Sun   b. A cake  c. A roti  d. The swimming pool 

8. Your father’s friend has come to meet you. What will you do?  

a. Hide behind the door. 

b. Go and sit in your room. 

c. Come out of your room and meet him. 

Q-IV. Choose the correct option and Fill in the blanks.                              (4 marks) 

1. Choose the correct word for the given meaning from the options.        

feeling happy and satisfied -______________________ 

a. boughs   b. contented    c.  bleating 

2. Which one of the sentences is correct for the given picture? Choose the correct 
Preposition. 

a. The books are in the table.  

b. The books are over the table.  

c. The books are on the table. 
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 3. Choose the correct conjunction to complete the sentence. 

My sister got first prize ___________________ she danced well. 

a. but    b. or   c. because     

 4. Choose the correct word to make a meaningful sentence. 

 Drinking milk everyday makes our bones and muscles _____________________. 

a. strong     b. trees   c. hungry 

 

5. Tick the sentence in which the articles are used correctly. 

a. Rohan bought a red shirt and Rony bought a blue one.      ________ 

b. Rohan bought an red shirt and Rony bought an blue one. ________ 

6. Fill in the blanks with the past tense form of the verbs. 

a. Father ______________ the doorbell. (ring) 

a. rang                                    b. rings                                     c. ringing 

7. _________ Taj Mahal is made of white marble.  

a. A                                        b. The                                         c. An  

8. The students are _________________ the classroom.  

 

 

 

a. inside                                   b. over                                       c. on  
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     Q-I Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions. (5 marks) 

Winter is the coldest season of the year. In winter, the temperature drops and people use 
sweaters, blankets and quilts to keep themselves warm. Winter in hilly areas is very cold. 
Many hilly areas receive heavy snowfall. Thick snow covers the entire ground. Some 
people play with snow, build a snowman and also go skiing. The Sun rises late in the 
morning and sets early in the evening. People drink hot tea and soup quite often in this 
season. 

Q.1 Which is the coldest season of the year?       

Ans:___________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Q.2. List 3 things people do to keep themselves warm in winter .    

Ans.____________________________________________________________________ 

Q.3.How do people enjoy snowfall?  

Ans:____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Q.4.Pick out the Opposites from the passage.     
 
a. light- ______________________   b. early- ______________________ 
 
Q.5 Fill in the blanks. 
 
1. Many hilly areas receive _______________ rainfall. 
 
2. People drink _______ tea and _______ quite often in this season. 
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Q-II Answer the following questions.                                                           (8 marks) 

1. What was Toby’s reaction on hearing John’s reply? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. With what preparation did Saint Francis go to meet the wolf? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

3.Why was the princess proud of Kalidasa?  

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why is God Almighty great? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Q-III Write three lines on the picture given below.                                        (3 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    a.  

    b. 

    c.  

Q-IV Do as directed.       (CBE BASED)                                                   (16 marks) 

1.Mention any five verbs you witness when you come to school. It may be noticed in the 
bus, playground, classroom or in the school. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Mention any one adjective for your mother, father, sister/ brother and grandparents. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. He did not take a knife, an axe or a stick with him. Where do you generally see these 
things? Mention the places. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Which items gets dissolved in the water like flour? Mention any two. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. There was a sack of flour on the back of his horse. Which other animals are used for 
transportation? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. The wolf killed hens, ducks and sheep of villagers. Which other animals do you feel 
kill other animals? Why do they do so? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. We find many handicapped, deaf and dumb people around us. Is it correct to compare 
your life with them? Should we be discontented with our life? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

8. Where have you seen gestures? Which people use these in real life? Name some 
movies where gestures are used. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

9.  The fir tree was ugly and leafless again. (Write the antonym for the underlined 
words) 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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10. Write one thing from the surroundings which has the following characteristics: 

i. broad -  _____________________   ii. soft-    _____________________ 

iii. round-  _____________________   iv. oval -  _____________________ 

11. Should we fight with each other? Mention two places where you saw a fight and  
Which emotions gets generated during a fight? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 12. How does your neighbour help you when you are out of station? State any two points. 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

13. Read the clues and guess my name. 

I am a very helpful thing. I come in different shapes and sizes at times. Sometimes, I am 
scented. I am very useful. Whenever you make a mistake, you erase it quickly with my 
help. 

a. a sharpener.   b. an eraser.    c. a pencil. 

14. Whenever you visit the famous buildings like The Qutub Minar, The Taj Mahal, 
What do you do? 

a.  Write your name on its walls.   c. Litter the place.  

b. Praise the beauty of the place.   d. Spit everywhere. 

15. Write a naming word for the describing word – “hot” 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________ 

16. Look at the picture and Choose the correct sentence. 

 

 

 

 

a. The second house is smaller than the first house. 

b. The first house is bigger than the third house. 

c. The third house is the biggest of all. 
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Q-V. Do as directed.                                                                                           (8 marks) 

Q. Choose the correct word for the given meaning. 

1. bad and harmful -_________________________ 

a. troubling   b. escaped   c. wicked 

2. spoke angrily because they disagreed with each other - __________________ 

a. leap   b. argued   c. emptied 

3. The story “The Wise Men of Gotham” is about- __________________ 

a. foolishness  b. wisdom   c. Aladdin 

4. The villagers of Gubbio were terrified ______________ of the wolf. (Replace the 
underlined word) 

a. frightened   b. clever   c. wicked 

5. The wood fairy touched the fir tree with something. 

a. a magic pot  b.  a magic wand  c. a magic knife 

6. Look at the flower. Choose the correct Noun for the Pronoun ‘She’. 

       

 

 

 

           a. sister   b. brother   c. father 

7. Varun has a red car. (Choose the correct statement with Apostrophe) 

a. Varun’s car is red.               b. Varun car is red’s.          c. Varun car’s is red’s. 

8. Somu went to the market to ______________ vegetables. 

a. buy    b. bye    c. by 

9. The following word is misspelt. Write it correctly in the space. 

beautifull- ______________ 

a. beauttiful   b. beaautiifull  c. beautiful 
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10. Read the letter and answer the following questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i. Who has written this letter? 

a. Seema    b. Pooja    c. Ahmedabad 

ii. On which date was the letter written? 

a. 30th December 2022  b. 30th January 2021  c. 30th January 2022 

iii. What is Pooja’s address? 

a. House no-45, Satkar Premium, Ahmedabad 

b. House no- 65, Satyam flats, Gandhinagar 

c. House no- 95, Samved Heights, Kalol 

iv. What is the purpose of this letter? 

a. To thank her friend for the gift she sent. 

b. To congratulate her friend on winning a competition. 

c. To invite her friend for her birthday party. 

14. (Rearrange the words to make a meaningful sentence) 

study /we /school /in/ same/ the  

  a. We study school in the.  

  b. We study in the same school. 

  c. We study in school same the. 
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15. I can play cricket badminton volleyball chess and basketball. (Punctuate the 
following) 

a. I can play cricket badminton volleyball chess and basketball? 

b. I can play cricket, badminton, volleyball, chess and basketball. 

c. I can play, cricket, badminton, volleyball, chess and basketball? 

16.Underline the verbs in the sentence. 

This is a park. Some children are singing, dancing, playing, running, enjoying with their 
friends. 
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